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Our Ministry Vision:

To be a network of Christian Ministers relating 
with honesty and leading with Integrity
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Our Ministry Mission:

To facilitate the Equipping, Networking,
Motivating, and Inspiration of Christian leaders
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Core values are the guiding principles that are the 
foundation for all decisions.

Honesty in Relationships

Integrity in Leadership

Always Servants in Ministry
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Global Christian Ministry Goals

Goals are the desired results a ministry wishes to achieve

In sports, goals are scored to achieve victory… 
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Global Ministry Goals

 Increased visibility nationwide
 Numerical growth
 Increased percentage of young men & women.
 Increased number of pastors
 Growth in Network of Churches and Ministries



 Set clear policies, procedures and guidelines to support

District Coordinator Ministry

 Provide “Equipping  focused” Leadership Conferences

 Communicate  the elements of our culture change

 Educate and motivate via website links and resources

 Get out the word about Global Christian Ministry
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OUR PLAN:

A plan says here 

are the steps…



Strategy states 

how we will do it…

 Identify and target desired “new member” demographic  

 Communicate  ministry goals & objectives at every meeting

 Promote and define our core values

 Communicate our progress in achieving goals & objectives

 Identify and engage key members to assist with the mission

 Advertising/promotion campaign 
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OUR STRATEGY:
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“Near-term targets” mark the path 
to goal achievement 

Objectives…

1.  Create a collection of “Equipping Resources” for website

2.  Create District Coordinator Guidelines  document 

3.  Create recruiting program and process

4.  Set Overseer speaking tour

5.  Target New Ministries Global Christian Ministry Network    
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Our Leaders In the 

Forefront



Overseer
Affiliate Ministries

Overseer
Pastors

Overseer
Counselors    

Overseer
Music & Arts                                   

Director 
Marketplace Ministers

Overseer
Youth
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Ministry Overseers

 Schedule and oversee leadership conferences
 Network members of like ministry focus 

Overseer
Missionaries
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Leaders In the Forefront

District Coordinator Ministry

 Communicate Global Christian Ministry vision, mission, core values,

etc. at member gatherings. 

 Steer clear of political and sectarian topics. 

 Focus on ministry leadership and related topics.

 Am I equipping, networking, motivating, and

inspiring leaders?
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District Meetings
An opportunity to carry out our 
Global  Christian Ministry mission…

 Global Christian Ministry Forum district meetings aim 

to facilitate leadership growth and competency within our 

members.

 Creative and teaching-friendly formats carry more impact 

than the traditional “worship service” approach.

 District Meetings use a stated theme that guides content 

and activities toward definable and measurable objectives.
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Our Message…
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A position or planned series of  

remarks on an issue or an 

aspect of  an issue…

Our Message…
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We tell the truth to ourselves
and those we lead. 

“For we aim at what is honorable not only in the Lord's 
sight but also in the sight of  man."          

2 Corinth 8:22
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Our ministry platforms are secured 
by reliance on God’s Spirit

and guarded by honest relationships. 

“Always take pains to have a clear conscience 
toward both God and man.” Acts 24:16
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“Why then didn’t you put my money in the bank, 
so that when I returned I could have collected it 
with interest? “                            

Luke 19:23

As leaders, we are called to be 
agents of change, not stewards of 

something that existed in the past.
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“And he said to them, “If  anyone would be first, he must be 
last of  all and servant of  all.” Mark 9:35

The precept of Servant Leadership 
motivates us.
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“Now there are varieties of  gifts…to each is given the 
manifestation of  the Spirit for the common good.”  

I Corinth.12: 4-11

God’s sovereign distribution of ministry 
gifts moves us toward humility and 

interdependency.  
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We are…

A network of Christian ministers  
relating with honesty and leading 

with Integrity

Final PowerPoint Slide

“Pressing On”  by Bob Dylan


